La Confédération paysanne occupies Cargill headquarters in France

(September 25, 2014) To denounce the imminent signing of CETA and demand a stop to the following conclusions:

- The commercialization and privatization of seeds and agricultural varieties, known as the "Monsanto Law", take effect.
- The Neoliberal policies of the international community, which have served as a source of development and survival for the Mayan civilization, is a way to confront the varieties, known as the "Monsanto Law", take effect.
- Street protests against the biotech giant Monsanto's expansion into Guatemalan street protests against the biotech giant Monsanto's expansion into Guatemalan
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The Mayan People's Movement Defeats Monsanto Law in Guatemala

(Guatemala, September 15, 2014)

During the week, and coincided with several Mayan communities and organizations defending the right to food sovereignty, a movement successfully defeated the "Monsanto Law" passed by the Guatemalan Congress, the "Law on Agricultural Modernization". The movement's victory makes it clear that the threat of agrochemical giants and transnationals to food sovereignty continues to lose ground in countries that practice agroecology.
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